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THE PEACE DIVIDEND

INTRODUCTION
Colombia’s Congress on 30 November approved a final peace agreement ending a 52-year conflict between the government and
the leftist Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) guerrilla group. Although implementation of the deal is likely to prove
challenging over the coming months and years, official end of the conflict, the longest in the Western Hemisphere, nonetheless
represents a unique opportunity for the country to turn a page in its bloody history and refocus its efforts on addressing some of
its most pressing problems. These include still widespread poverty, high levels of inequality, internal displacement and bridging
the urban-rural development gap.
For companies, the opportunity could be just as unique. According to government calculations, the agreement will bolster the
country’s economic growth between 1.1% and 1.9% GDP per year, on top of already above-average growth over the last decade
compared to regional peers. However, while the post-conflict era will offer companies significant opportunities to grow their
business, an equal number of challenges will mean that only those companies that are well-set-up to identify and manage the
associated risks will be able to reap the benefits offered by peace. This report aims to provide those companies that wish to take
a proactive approach to positioning themselves for success in the unique and historical post-conflict period, with an outline of
how challenges can not only be mitigated but converted into opportunities that enable companies to successfully and sustainably
grow their business.
At a minimum level, and as in any other jurisdiction, companies wishing to take on the challenges to effectively operate in postconflict Colombia will have to meet all the minimum legal requirements (i.e. legal compliance) for operations. However, this will
only seldom be sufficient to ensure long-term sustainability, and will mean important opportunities are left unexploited. In that
sense, reducing risk management to strict legal compliance is likely to end up more costly, or at least less beneficial, than going
a step further and including the early identification, analysis and mitigation of risks in strategic planning. But companies that wish
to take full advantage of the considerable benefits may want to go even further and proactively contribute to building and helping
sustain peace. If done correctly, this not only serves as good public relations; it can help mitigate risk and turn challenges into
opportunities. It also has real and tangible benefits for both companies and the environment in which they operate. This conceptual
approach forms the theoretical backbone of this paper (see Figure 1).
Proactively turning challenges into opportunities
Identifying and mitigating risks
Legal compliance

Figure 1: Conceptual approach for developing post-conflict strategies in Colombia
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THE NEXT STEPS IN THE PROCESS
The approval of the peace deal starts the clock on a number of deadlines set out in the different components of the agreement.
More than 50 laws must be amended or introduced in Congress during the next legislative period to incorporate the reforms
agreed in the peace deal. Among the urgent items pending in the legislative agenda is an Amnesty Law, which will suspend
current judicial orders against FARC members and makes way for the Special Jurisdiction for Peace where human rights abuses
and acts of rebellion will receive special sentencing.
The approval also marks D-Day, which will begin the full demobilization of the FARC over the next six months: they will hand over
their weapons to the United Nations (UN) before commencing a process of reintegration into civilian life and politics (see Figure 2).

Transition and Normalization Zones
The agreement indicates that the FARC will temporarily concentrate in 20 so-called Transition and Normalization Zones
and seven camps located across the country that will be under UN supervision.
The zones and camps will be monitored using a three-party mechanism that includes members of the UN, the Colombian
military and the FARC. Each of the zones has a one-kilometer buffer in which neither government forces nor the FARC may
be present.
The zones will be temporary; they are set to be disbanded 180-days after their installation on 1 December. However,
members of the FARC are likely to look to assert political influence in the municipalities and regions where these zones are
located in the period immediately following the disbanding and in the short and medium terms. Control Risks expects
noticeable upticks in incidents of popular unrest, protests and blockades in these areas. Maps 1 and 2 show the location
of the municipalities that will host the hamlet zones as well as the country’s most important oil fields, pipelines and mining
areas as examples of critical economic infrastructure.
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Maps 1 & 2:
Map 1: Major mining concessions and FARC concentration
zones

Map 2: Oil fields and pipelines and FARC
concentration zones

The FARC’s political agenda
In addition, during the 180-day period following “D-Day”, the bicameral legislature is slated to pass a series of reforms and
legislation to implement the peace accord under the 2016 Legislative Act for Peace. The Act will enable both the Senate (upper
house) and the House of Representatives to expedite the approval processes of key pieces of legislation required to implement
the agreement, which will form the basis for a longer term process to enshrine the latter in the so-called Constitutional Bloc. It will
also open the path for the reintegration of FARC members into civilian life and the consolidation of the political party that it will
engender. This will be a gradual and open-ended process.
As determined by the group’s tenth and final political conference in mid-September, the FARC can be expected to push hard for
the injection of its radical leftist ideology into the national political sphere. This will include calls for greater self-determination of
local people, the protection of minority and labor rights, environmental protection and transparency based on a grassrootspopulist and foreign investment-critical discourse.
While we expect the group to make some gains in local elections over the next decade, this localized success will not be enough
to lead to the consolidation of a viable radical leftist alternative at the national level in the foreseeable future. However, the
minimum guaranteed participation of FARC fighters in both houses of the legislature (five members in each chamber for two
consecutive periods from 2018 until 2026), as well as some success in local elections will mean the group will have a guaranteed
political platform; furthermore, components of the peace agreement strengthen the political rights of rural communities and
create sixteen special electoral districts. Although, as per the renegotiated agreement, the FARC are barred from putting forward
candidates for these districts, after their demobilization it is very probable they will want to build their influence in them regardless.
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THE MAIN IMPLICATIONS OF PEACE FOR THE PRIVATE SECTOR
Among the key benefits of the peace agreement will be the opening up of new markets, both in terms of the increased accessibility
to areas and regions that many companies previously considered off-limits due to security concerns, and in terms of the increase
of the number of potential consumers in newly peaceful parts of rural Colombia and the resulting economic growth and
development. Marginalized rural areas that have suffered from disenfranchisement and the absence of the state will gradually be
integrated with the rest of the country, opening up considerable potential benefits for investment.
However, there will also be many new obstacles, including an expected short-to-medium term deterioration in security in parts of
the country where other illegal actors such as Organized Armed Groups (GAO) and the National Liberation Army (ELN) guerrilla
group are present. Obstacles will also remain in parts of the country where illicit business opportunities such as drug cultivation
and processing and illegal mining continue to offer rewards to criminal groups. Map 3 shows areas where Control Risks expects
a marked improvement in security, as well as areas where security conditions will remain largely unchanged or even deteriorate
in the short-to-medium term.
Map 3: Areas where Control Risks expects short-term deterioration of security due to criminal dynamics

Security is only one of several main risk considerations for companies operating in Colombia in the post-conflict period. Table 1
highlights the main shifts, both positive and negative, in the risk landscape associated with the end of the armed conflict.
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Table 1: The main positive and negative developments for the private sector associated with the post-conflict in Colombia

Types of risk
Security risk

Expected positive developments
Terrorist attacks and violence associated with the
armed conflict will decrease over time
Despite a likely short - term increase in some types of crime,
the overall trend for security risks is likely to be positive.
Politically motivated attacks against companies (particularly
infrastructure) and their personnel and assets, are likely to
subside dramatically.
Companies will have a historic chance to restart
community relations

Social risk

The post-agreement “honeymoon” between companies and
communities will be short-lived unless it is taken as an
opportunity to reconcile past grudges and create a different
dynamic for company-community relations. Companies
should use this as a unique opportunity to set a new tone in
their relationships with communities in areas where they
operate.

Companies committed to contributing to peace will
Receive tax benefits

Regulatory
risk

The government’s plans for the post-conflict period are
grand, and so are the challenges related to basic
unsatisfied needs of inhabitants of the areas most
affected by the conflict. Efforts to bring the State and
private sector to these areas will include a package of tax
benefits for companies willing to provide formal
employment, promote value-chain development, carry out
social projects, and build infrastructure.
Opportunities for legal reform
Lawmakers are introducing significant reforms to legislation
regarding land development, contracting and acquisition in
an effort to implement the terms agreed to in the peace
deal. Companies should use this opportunity to call and,
through industry associations, lobby for clear and
implementable rules as well as negotiate favorable terms
and conditions to operate if they create employment for
vulnerable populations, build social infrastructure or
otherwise contribute to peace.

Integrity risk

The dissolution of the FARC as an armed group will
decrease risks associated with future transactions at
the local level
Companies that rely on contracting at the local level will
face one less source of integrity risk as the FARC, a
designated foreign terrorist organization, ceases to exist. In
addition, companies will be able to gradually reduce
reliance on security support from the armed forces, which
will in turn reduce the likelihood of human rights abuses or
other violations that could be linked to them.
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Expected negative developments
Security risks linked to other criminal groups will persist
Risks associated with other groups like the ELN and paramilitary
successor groups will persist. Extortion-related crimes are also likely to
increase in the short term as FARC successor groups or current rivals
seek financing to sustain their struggle to inherit the FARC’s illegal
businesses.
Communities will have a larger say in projects
The peace agreement and Constitutional Court rulings suggest that
local authorities and communities will play a large role in determining
the viability of projects. This might mean that decisions are made
according to political convictions rather than following technical
guidance, and companies may have to contend with sudden changes
in the use of land. Additionally, the increase in participants in the
decision-making process will lengthen the licensing and exploration
timelines, which could lead to significant delays.

Overall tax risk will increase
As the economy is projected to grow as a result of the peace
agreement, the State will need to increase its tax base to conform to
(Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development) ECD
standards and address the budgetary shortfall that resulted from the
drop in commodity prices. Therefore, it is expected that the
government’s upcoming tax reform law, which must be passed before
the end of 2016, will include across-the- board increases, including an
increase in Value Added Tax (VAT)
Stricter regulation will be passed for the energy sector in
particular
Local communities will demand a greater say in the nature and scope
of projects proposed for their territories, opening up the possibility that
there will be more local stakeholders to interject during the project
design and approval phase. The peace agreement might be followed
by stricter norms on prior consultation, popular votes, and the
designation of new parks and environmental reserves.

Truth-seeking and reconciliation efforts will increase scrutiny of
third-party responsibility
New Special Tribunals for Peace will have jurisdiction to try cases of
human rights violations committed by all parties involved in the conflict,
including third parties such as private companies. It is still unclear how
these courts will deal with issues regarding forced displacement,
ransom payments, or extortion. While legal implications will be limited
for most companies except those directly involved in willingly financing
serious crimes, reputational risk associated to greater scrutiny of
private sector activity in the context of truth-seeking and reconciliation
will increase.
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MITIGATING RISK AND CREATING OPPORTUNITIES IN THE POST-CONFLICT PERIOD
Specific challenges and risk mitigation strategies, as well as ways to convert challenges into opportunities, will differ considerably
between sectors and in different parts of the country depending on the local context – past, present and future. The following section
of the report aims to analyze the main challenges companies will face in their operations, as well as outline how these challenges impact
different sectors. Our focus will be on the main sectors that contribute to the economy (see Table 2).

Table 2: The main sectors of the economy affected by the post-conflict period
Hydrocarbons play a major role in Colombia’s economy; they contribute a sizeable
portion of the country’s foreign direct investment (FDI), exports, and government revenue. As the conflict with the FARC comes to an end, Colombia’s unexplored onshore
oil potential, particularly in southern departments, is likely to be unleashed. The CaguánPutumayo basin is a promising frontier for oil companies, for example. Moreover, there
are likely to be new public tenders for onshore and offshore oil blocks that, depending on
the price of oil and the country’s tax laws, will see a renewed spike in interest.

The mining industry makes up 21% of Colombia’s exports and accounts for 4.4% of
FDI, providing 350,000 direct jobs and 900,000 indirect ones. The taxes and royalties it
contributes to state coffers total COP 3.5tn (USD 1bn). Mining is poised to become an
even more significant sector in the post-conflict era, as there are vast areas of the country with immense mining potential that have been off-limits to large private sector projects
that will now become accessible to investors.

According to the Colombian Chamber of Infrastructure, Colombia is 30% behind its infrastructure development goals. The government’s long-term post-conflict Policy and
Economic Plan will focus in particular on expanding the network of tertiary roads; Colombia currently has 142,000 km of tertiary roads, of which only 6% are paved, 24% are dirt
roads, and the remaining 70% are gravel roads. The majority of the municipalities most
affected by the conflict have serious deficiencies in road infrastructure. The Fundación
Paz y Reconciliación estimates that the government will have to spend COP 3-7tn (USD
1-2.3bn) to pave between 4% and 10% of tertiary roads in 281 priority municipalities.
Plans to modernize airports and seaports as well as long-term strategies to improve
railroad connectivity offer additional potential for investment.
The government’s Mining and Energy Policy unit calculates that at current growth rates,
electric demand could surpass potential supply by 2020. Therefore, important investments will be necessary, and the state will seek private capital to make these feasible.
Colombia has significant potential in terms of hydroelectric resources, which currently
represent 70% of the energy generation market and have an untapped capacity of more
than 56 GW that is yet to be developed. According to government figures, 470,000 Colombians lack access to reliable electricity services, the majority of whom live in rural
areas in remote provinces. Improving access to energy in the post-conflict period will
require significant foreign and domestic capital investments, knowledge transfer, and
investments in technology and infrastructure.
The tertiary sector, including services, represents a sizeable portion of the economy;
contributing approximately 30% of GDP. Some of the industries within the sector that
will see the largest impacts from the agreement between the government and the FARC
include transportation, fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG), retail, financial and education services. The government has ambitious plans to entice businesses to begin operating in municipalities affected by the conflict. Major cities will see little change in the
business environment going forward, as the largest effects will be felt along the country’s
rural frontier.
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LEGAL AND SOCIAL RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH LAND REDISTRIBUTION AND REFORMS TO THE RURAL CADASTER
A key part of the peace agreement with the FARC relates to land ownership, which has been at the heart of the armed conflict since it
began in 1964. The key sticking points of the negotiation on land include provisions on rural reform, the redistribution of land to poor,
landless farmers, and an update of the rural land registry, which has been pending since the 1920s. While this process is expected to
take at least five years, an updated land registry is likely to bring about conflicts related to competing claims of land ownership,
especially since there may be areas where there is overlap between vacant lands to be handed over to victims, conflicts regarding
legitimate land ownership, and areas slated for investment. The potential for conflict is exacerbated by the fact that the government has
agreed to grant communities a greater say in the kinds of economic development opportunities that will take place in their territory.
While inhabitants of some regions or departments see foreign investment as an economic opportunity, in many parts of the country
public opinion will be staunchly against it, meaning that foreign companies in particular will often be at a disadvantage in local disputes
about land ownership.
Sector implications:

Legal and social risks associated with land redistribution and reforms to the rural land registry will affect all sectors, including oil
and gas, mining, infrastructure, energy and the tertiary sector, given that all companies that have to purchase or lease land, or
otherwise require access to land to operate will be exposed to potential controversies over ownership related to who controlled
the land during the armed conflict. In addition, all stakeholders will be exposed to increased scrutiny by NGOs, the media,
government entities and local communities. The tertiary sector will likely be the least affected given the nature of its operations
and the size of land used compared to the other sectors.

Our view on mitigating risks and creating opportunities
Mitigating the risks associated with issues related to land ownership and access to land will require companies to be extremely
diligent while analyzing potential future areas of operations and land usage. Legal and reputational risks associated with claims
to land by victims of forced displacement or other conflict dynamics cannot be fully precluded. However, companies that take the
time to conduct thorough due diligence on the lands they intend to purchase or occupy, including through in-depth research,
historical analysis and local-level interviews, will be far more likely to navigate the risk landscape than those that rely on mere
box-checking exercises (such as checking due diligence software or online databases) to ensure minimum legal compliance.
That said, companies that chose to take a proactive stance on the matter of land usage are likely to be in the best position to
weather the risks and reap the potential rewards generated by new investment opportunities. Among other things, the peace
agreement includes a mechanism by which individuals and companies will be able to donate to a “land fund” that will serve as
the basis for redistribution to landless farmers and victims of the conflict. Contributing to such efforts, in close coordination with
local government entities, academia and other key stakeholders can defuse tensions surrounding the issue of land ownership
from the outset, while at the same time helping to overcome local resistance and positioning the company as a responsible
corporate citizen. In that same context, another step companies can take is to conduct retroactive investigations of lands already
purchased to enable companies to preempt additional legal and social risks or use positive findings to communicate a “clean”
track record.
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REPUTATIONAL RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH THE WORK OF THE TRUTH COMMISSION AND SPECIAL TRIBUNALS FOR
PEACE
Different kinds of legal economic activity have played a considerable role in the armed conflict to the extent that in many parts of the
country, the private sector is seen as a key component, if not a driver. For example, the role of the oil and gas industry in the conflict is
likely to come under considerable scrutiny by the Truth Commission and other courts such as the Special Tribunals for Peace. In that
context, companies or their local partners may find themselves facing accusations regarding their presumed involvement with state
actors, paramilitary organizations or even guerrillas.
Sector implications:

Reputational risks associated with the work of the Truth Commission and Special Tribunals for Peace will affect all sectors. However,
the emphasis will be on industries that have historically had the greatest presence in areas where serious violations of human rights at
the hands of the FARC, the ELN, paramilitary organizations and even state actors took place. In that sense, the oil and gas industry will
likely come under particular scrutiny as it has historically been present in some of the most conflicted areas of the country. Through the
oil and gas industry’s relationships with the armed forces and its interactions with illegal armed groups and others, the sector has played
a considerable role in the armed conflict. Several serious allegations against oil companies and contractors have emerged in testimonies
from paramilitary leaders over the last ten years. A wave of new allegations – both true and false – against oil and gas companies, their
contractors and other companies is expected when the peace tribunals get underway. To the extent that specific companies from other
sectors have had similar historic exposure, they too might find themselves under the magnifying glass of civil society and certain state
institutions charged with truth-seeking and reconciliation.
Our view on mitigating risks and creating opportunities
In some cases, companies may find themselves embroiled in accusations or even court cases with little chance at mitigating the
associated reputational risks beyond ensuring a robust and up-to-date crisis management and communications infrastructure.
However, given that it may take years for the Truth Commission and the court system to investigate cases before accusations are
made public, companies are more likely to mitigate the reputational and even legal and economic risks associated with alleged
wrongdoing by conducting internal investigations into past exposure and possible liabilities. Beyond a potential for self-reporting
and the associated legal benefits, this may help companies to organize a response to any accusations and to factor this response
into strategic planning.
Companies wishing to go a step beyond compliance and risk mitigation may want to consider other approaches to the issue that
can help turn the challenges associated with reputational risks in the context of truth-seeking into opportunities. Among others,
working with selected local stakeholders to contribute to the creation of “historic memory” by helping establish the details of what
happened in a certain community throughout the armed conflict can not only help position the company as a responsible
corporate citizen that adds value and is committed to building and sustaining peace; it can also help defuse tensions with key
community stakeholders or labor unions and contribute to the sustainability of operations.
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CASE STUDY #1:
A HYDROCARBONS COMPANY BUILDS HISTORIC MEMORY
An oil company and one of the country’s largest unions in the town of Barrancabermeja (Santander department)
started a project focused on memorializing victims of the conflict and holding a dialogue over past disputes in
the territories where it operates.
The project is an opportunity to revive historical memory and initiate a peace dialogue between different parties,
company executives, union members, and local communities. At first, skepticism was strong, as the union
movement and local communities felt the company and officials within had participated willingly in the violence.
However, as the project has advanced, it has contributed to building trust between the company and some of
its most serious detractors in the territory and within its own ranks. In spite of the adversarial relationship that
exists, the project offers a space for company executives and union officials to interact and build trust, as it is a
chance for each side to understand that union members as much as company executives have suffered from
the violence. The initiative is also an attempt to highlight examples of community resilience and efforts to
reconstruct peace, even in the face of immense obstacles such as continued violence and threats to leaders’
lives.
The project contributes to building trust with the local communities in and around the company’s area of
influence by positively remembering the victims and recovering a sense of territorial identity. In addition, these
types of projects are not an admission of guilt or judicial responsibility by the company; they are collaborations
with communities to repair and reconstruct much-needed social tissue in a post-conflict environment. In this
case the company has also used this project as an opportunity to build alliances with other companies and local
organizations operating in the same territory.

IILLEGAL MINING AS A KEY SOURCE OF OPERATIONAL, LEGAL AND REPUTATIONAL RISK
According to estimates from the Colombian Association of Miners, 60% of minerals mined in the country are obtained from illegal
sources. For gold, that number is even higher, at 88% of total production. Beyond the environmental concerns around illegal mining,
the issue has raised eyebrows as mining has become a key source of financing for illicit groups, including the FARC, due to rising prices
of minerals like gold, platinum, and tantalite over the past five years. In addition, confusions over the environmental impacts of illegal
mining versus industrial mining have emerged as a major concern for companies dealing with local communities. As a result of these
factors, illegal mining is a critical challenge for companies because it can undermine their reputation and relations with local communities,
derail licensing processes, and present considerable security concerns.
Sector implications:

The formal or industrial mining sector is likely to suffer the greatest exposure to operational, legal and reputational risks associated with
illegal mining. The risk of direct or indirect association with illegal mining in particular can represent a major setback as communities –
commonly and mistakenly – link issues such as pollution, environmental damage, socioeconomic upheaval and enclave economies
resulting from illegal mining with industrial operations. However, given that GAOs and other armed actors will continue their activities
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despite the peace agreement with the FARC, all sectors working in or around areas where illegal mining is present will face significant
risks. This is particularly true in terms of security, because GAOs involved in illegal mining worsen local security and undermine the
overall operating environment for all companies.
Our view on mitigating risks and creating opportunities
Established mitigation strategies for dealing with illegal mining frequently revolve around a combination of work with local miners
to formalize at least some of the artisanal operations while at the same time ensuring government agencies and law enforcement
bodies are involved in persecuting criminal miners and their operations. Control Risks has supported clients implementing this
strategy through intelligence gathering on miners’ groups and through the design and implementation of robust crisis management
and communications systems. In addition, we can assist companies operating in areas with illegal miners by conducting robust
due diligence investigations into local partners that may be tainted by proceeds from illegal mining or involved in money laundering.
Companies that identify and tackle the issue early on in the project lifespan are in a good position to go beyond due diligence and
convert the challenge posed by illegal mining into an opportunity for increasing the sustainability of operations. Among others,
companies can prioritize working with local stakeholders and the community to create shared responsibility on the matter of
protecting the local environment from illegal mining. Clear communication and public education about the differences between
industrial mining and artisanal or illegal mining can serve as the basis for this work, while enlisting “environmental observers” from
the local community helps create buy-in. In the post-conflict context, companies interested in such approaches can go one step
further and train and deploy former FARC combatants to help with environmental protection activities; becoming “environmental
observers” is a possible role that former fighters can fill to contribute to reconciliation and avoid jail time. Working with former
fighters and other local stakeholders can therefore not only help to reduce confusion and generate buy-in but also position
companies favorably with regard to peace-building efforts. Critically, while not all companies will approach illegal mining from the
same angle, it is clear that even non-mining companies need to assess the implications and where applicable develop strategies
for dealing with the phenomenon of illegal mining if it is present in their area of operations.
PREPARING FOR AND MANAGING DELAYS IN LICENSING PROCESSES
Frequent and vociferous popular criticism of certain projects, particularly in the oil and gas, mining, energy generation and infrastructure
sectors, has resulted in pressure on and greater scrutiny of the National Environmental Licensing Agency (ANLA) and its procedures for
green-lighting projects. Among others, public servants have become wary of granting licenses because calls for revisions and
investigations into mistakes made during approval processes frequently result in direct pressure on their jobs and livelihoods. This
dynamic has been exacerbated by confusion over the division of responsibilities between local and regional environmental agencies
(Corporaciones Autónomas Regionales or CAR) and the ANLA. Both dynamics have contributed to a significant slowdown in
environmental licensing for projects. In the post-conflict context, this situation is likely to worsen given that former guerrillas who enter
politics will call for greater levels of scrutiny, especially of foreign investment. Scrutiny of licensing applications is also likely to increase
because many of the areas with the greatest investment potential are also areas that suffered the most during the armed conflict.
Sector implications:
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The increased empowerment of local communities and their strict oversight of the environmental licensing process will affect the
oil and gas, mining, infrastructure and energy industries in different ways. The oil and gas industry faces an uphill battle with
communities where local leadership has argued there will be significant environmental degradation. It is also becoming more and
more common that environmental organizations and interest groups misinform the public regarding the impact and location of
projects, thereby adding stress on local, regional and national government bodies to intensely scrutinize applications for licenses,
which can lead to considerable delays.
In addition, despite the considerable potential for hydroelectric and other electricity generation projects to close the major gaps
in supply for the national energy market, obtaining environmental permits to utilize large swaths of land for electricity generation
will prove to be a significant challenge for the energy industry.
Our view on mitigating risks and creating opportunities
Fully preventing the risks associated with delays is extremely challenging and all but impossible in some cases. That said,
companies can take several steps to mitigate some of the risks and reduce the impacts of others. Among others, companies
frequently approach the matter from a strictly legal perspective, hoping to meet the minimum requirements demanded by law.
While this is a legitimate approach, it does not account for the fact that the law itself has been known as a source of uncertainty.
For example, companies should take a broad view of the communities with which they will engage as part of their environmental
impact assessment (EIA) work or prior consultation processes to ensure that communities that aren’t legally part of the process
are at least analyzed and registered, if not considered. This will help advance engagement strategies if and when, as frequently
happens, communities’ legal action against companies for excluding them from consultation processes results in favorable
rulings from the high courts. Moreover, including calculations on delays linked to licensing processes can help with strategic
planning and reduce some of the pressures on project finances and investor confidence that frequently result from unanticipated
delays. Finally, companies frequently hire local providers to conduct EIAs that fall short of legal requirements or are otherwise
faulty. Conducting due diligence to identify the most reliable providers of such services and ensuring contractual terms and
conditions account for delays generated by deficient work can also help mitigate these risks.
Beyond these steps, companies aiming to be more proactive can do additional work to convert challenges associated with
licensing into opportunities. For example, by gaining the support of local communities early in the project lifecycle, companies
can help generate the buy-in needed to avoid clashes with local and regional authorities over the legitimacy of the project. This
will be particularly critical in the political context of the post-conflict period. Going a step further and benchmarking industry
experience and accounting for expected delays during the project set-up can help generate an environment in which companies
and communities as well as government entities can approach project and licensing planning calmly, thus reducing the likelihood
of mistakes or rash decisions that undermine the longer-term viability of the project. Proactive communications about a company’s
positive environmental track record domestically and overseas as well as successful examples of remediation can be framed to
align with the government’s peace building priorities, thereby multiplying their impact.
SOCIAL AND OPERATIONAL RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH THE PROLIFERATION OF LOCAL REFERENDUMS
Opposition to critical projects across different sectors has been rising in recent years. While this opposition has historically
largely taken the shape of social protests and media campaigns, in recent years opponents have used increasingly
sophisticated legal instruments to aggressively and more proactively resist such projects. In that context, a growing number of
municipalities have recently held popular votes or are scheduled to hold referendums to expel or prohibit certain economic
activities in their territories. This dynamic will increase in the post-conflict period because the government is expected to push
for further decentralization of the political process and more self-determination (including on local economic activity) by
communities. In that sense, it should be expected that with the new rural reform, where populations will have a greater say in
land use, there will be an increase of the use of popular referendums to determine the future of private sector initiatives in
certain parts of the country.
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Sector implications:

The final peace agreement between the government and the FARC states that community participation will be a key consideration for
developmental decisions at the local level. As a result, all sectors stand to be affected by this risk as influential local groups will make
an effort to exert pressure on decision makers and voters. Based on existing precedent, we expect local referendums to affect mining
activities first and foremost, as there have already been a number of popular votes on this issue. There is also considerable potential for
referendums to affect other issues such as seismic and drilling licenses, hydroelectric dam construction and, to a lesser extent, road
construction projects.
Our view on mitigating risks and creating opportunities
To mitigate the associated risks, Control Risks has worked with clients to conduct extensive and in-depth stakeholder mapping
that allows companies to identify supporters and opponents of projects and their motivations as well as gain insight into who their
backers are. This information is used to design engagement strategies that target them specifically based on this information and
their levels of influence. In our experience, the earlier this work is done during the process, the more likely it is to be able to
effectively mitigate risks. It also positions companies considerably better than if these merely abide by the minimum legal
requirements to obtain licenses for operations, given that these will have limited weight in the face of a community that has
formally voiced its rejection of a company’s presence and operations.
At the same time, companies that wish to take engagement a step further and go beyond merely mitigating the risks associated
with popular referendums can do a considerable amount of work to turn this challenge into an opportunity by embedding their
community outreach and corporate social responsibility approach within the parameters set out by the peace agreement and
related, broader country dynamics. For example, adjusting companies’ corporate social responsibility (CSR) priorities to include
considerations of community empowerment and education can help undermine arguments by critics of the process, which more
often than not are based on populist catchphrases rather than scientific arguments. In addition, this work, if correctly communicated
to local communities, can help position companies in a way that demonstrates their contributions to local reconciliation and
development and converts them into allies of the community.

CASE STUDY #2:
A MINING COMPANY MODIFIES ITS CSR STRATEGY IN RESPONSE TO THE PEACE
AGREEMENTS
Our client, a large coal mining company working in north-eastern Colombia has been planning for the postpeace agreement stage by modifying its existing corporate social responsibility approach to include four-pillars:
improve community relations, build local capacity, create a corporate culture of peace, and strengthen the local
economy in preparation for an eventual future without coal.
The company is building local alliances with peace and development organizations to work on a territory-specific
agenda for the implementation of the peace agreement that will communicate the effects of the agreement
within the company, to local authorities, and to communities through community radio stations operated by
aspiring young journalists.
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The company wants this effort to highlight its renewed commitment to the communities and the successful
transition to a peaceful post-conflict period.
The company has analyzed the agreement between the government and the FARC, in particular its first point
on integral rural reform, and has identified areas where the agreement’s goals match up with the company’s
CSR strategy. This includes providing access to land, building tertiary roads, promoting social development, and
boosting rural production and forest conservation.
In addition to this, the company is working with local communities to identify agricultural projects in areas that
were formerly part of an open-pit mine. The project includes working with agronomists and farmers to plant
trees and crops that may contribute to the economic empowerment of communities. The company is hoping
that this initial project will serve as a learning example; its concession will expire in a few decades, and the
company has recognized that preparing the stage for its departure now will have long-term effects on the
economic stability of the community and the region as a whole.
SUSTAINABLY APPROACHING JOB CREATION FOR VULNERABLE POPULATIONS AND EX-COMBATANTS
In the post-conflict context we expect public pressure or at least expectations for companies to hire vulnerable populations, including
former combatants, to grow. Given that job creation serves as a tried-and-tested tool for creating alternatives for disenfranchised and/
or vulnerable populations that could otherwise be drawn into new cycles of violence, it has emerged as one of the most commonly cited
strategies for companies to play an active role in contributing to peace building. Less commonly cited are the associated risks and
mitigation strategies – especially those that are not directly linked with integrity and security risks related to the hiring of former
combatants.
Beyond these issues, hiring vulnerable populations can also be problematic because of the frequent lack of not only technical skills but,
perhaps more importantly, soft skills and basic professional values (such as work ethic, respect for authority, punctuality and others) in
such populations. Short-term unskilled jobs may address immediate needs but have limited longer term value. Failing to approach the
matter from a holistic perspective that includes transparent communications of long-term goals for the process, both to employees with
this background and the rest of the employee population, can lead to unrealistic expectations being unmet, added strain on management
and human resources personnel, and a deterioration of workplace harmony. In extreme cases, it can lead to an increase in risks
associated with local perceptions of the company and the broader social and security environment, for example in case employees get
terminated.
Sector implications:

Sustainably approaching job creation for vulnerable populations and ex-combatants will remain a challenge for companies in all
sectors. Companies with operations in or around urban areas, especially large and intermediate cities where most of the demobilized
guerrilla and victim populations have historically tended to concentrate, will be particularly exposed if they do not manage the associated
risks correctly. While there are currently no plans to include provisions regarding preferential bidding options or special tax incentives
for companies that hire vulnerable populations or ex-combatants, such initiatives are likely to make their way into future legislative
initiatives. Finally, given the amount of unskilled labor required for tertiary road projects and the fact that former FARC fighters will be
expected to work on the construction of rural infrastructure and electrical grids as part of their alternate sentencing, the infrastructure
and energy sectors will face unique and considerable challenges.
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Our view on mitigating risks and creating opportunities
Companies considering hiring vulnerable populations and former combatants can pursue a number of strategies to mitigate risks
associated with this practice. Starting with proper vetting and due diligence for new hires, companies can discern whether the
hiring of certain individuals, for example given their legal history, is feasible from a risk management perspective. This will be
exacerbated by the fact that the new transitional justice mechanism, known as the ‘Special Jurisdiction for Peace’, proposes to
erase the criminal records of former fighters, meaning information about wrongdoing may become hard to find. Working with local
and national government authorities such as the Agency for Reintegration (ACR) to ensure employment provision is firmly tied to
the broader reintegration process also helps mitigate risks while at the same time ensuring buy-in from outside the company.
Finally, ensuring adequate training of other staff, including from human resources departments, on the specificities of working
with vulnerable populations and to prevent the proliferation of mistrust within the employee body, will be critical to making sure
such initiatives work in practice.
Companies wishing to take a proactive role in the employment of vulnerable populations should be aware that there are
government programs already underway to train and pre-select individuals according to their level of skill and aptitude to work in
different parts of the economy. More importantly, seeing employment creation as only one component of the reintegration/resocialization process and placing emphasis on parallel work streams that include soft skills and vocational training for vulnerable
populations will go a long way towards ensuring the sustainability of such efforts. Control Risks is prepared to work with interested
parties to develop appropriate engagement strategies and internal processes to prepare for the incorporation of ex-combatant
or otherwise vulnerable populations into their workforce, vendor, or contractor bases. Companies engaging in these efforts will
have an opportunity to create a positive reputation inside Colombia and internationally if they are able to market their efforts in the
appropriate way. This can serve to enhance a company’s social responsibility acumen and allow branding products or services
accordingly.
CASE STUDY #3:
A LARGE BEVERAGE AND BOTTLING COMPANY’S PROGRAM TO STRENGTHEN
ENTREPRENEURSHIP SKILLS WITH EX-COMBATANTS AND SOLDIERS
In the midst of the conflict, an international beverage and bottling company was approached by the government
and asked if it could contribute to peace by working alongside demobilized ex-combatants under a pilot program
with the ACR. Since 2006, the ACR has worked to demobilize more than 56,000 individuals from the ELN, the
FARC, and paramilitary organizations.
Inside the company there was skepticism from employees working with these individuals, as many within the
organization had been victims of both guerrillas and paramilitaries in the past. The company facilities had suffered
attacks and bombardments, its distribution operations had been stopped or blocked by the groups, its bottling
plants had been stopped, and through the years some of its employees had been killed or kidnapped by
combatants. The company, however, was persuaded to participate in reintegration efforts following petitions
from high-ranking government officials with guarantees that the government would make all efforts necessary
for the program to succeed.
The first step in the process was to create a sensitivity workshop for both the employees and the demobilized
individuals, which showed that fears and doubts existed on both sides; demobilized individuals were afraid of
stigmatization and lack of empathy from workers. After the workshops, those misconceptions were reduced and
helped foster a collaborative and conciliatory attitude.
The company’s early engagement efforts resulted in a time bank where employees tutored the demobilized
individuals in business skills necessary for the creation and management of small businesses.
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In addition to the generation of a number of vendors for the company (including uniforms, advertising materials,
textiles, and hats), the project also contributed to the generation of goodwill between employees and demobilized
individuals. The project led to between USD 1 and 3m in free positive press coverage for the company.

DEALING WITH PROLIFERATION OF LANDMINES AND IMPROVISED EXPLOSIVE DEVICES (IEDS) IN OPERATIONAL
AREAS
After Afghanistan, Colombia has the second highest rate of proliferation of landmines and IEDs in the world. Under the framework of
the peace agreement, the military and the FARC in 2015 launched a pilot program to de-mine certain municipalities. However, clearing
the entire country of mines is expected to take decades, during which the risk of encountering landmines in remote territories will
remain.
Sector implications:

All sectors that have operations in rural locations will be affected by the existence of landmines and IEDs. Transmission lines and
electrical towers have historically been a marquee target for terror attacks by the FARC and the ELN, who often littered adjacent areas
with IEDs and landmines following attacks. In addition, after attacks on oil and gas pipelines, illegal groups often planted mines or IEDs
to prevent quick repairs and delay military operations in the affected areas. Finally, the protection of strategic rearguard areas, corridors
and drug crops by all illegal armed groups has heavily relied on the use of such devices.
Because tertiary roads will be located in remote municipalities that suffered heavily from the conflict, infrastructure companies involved
in building highways and roadways are likely to be more affected by this challenge, although all green-field projects in remote areas with
a known history of the armed conflict over the past decades will face similar risks. Pilot projects to remove landmines in certain
municipalities have taken place. However, it will be difficult for large projects to move forward in isolated territories without first ensuring
they are free from landmines and safe for company contractors and employees because there is only is a rudimentary registry of the
location of these devices.
Our view on mitigating risks and creating opportunities
Companies planning to carry out work in previously FARC-controlled terrain should take precautions to avoid possible accidents
related to the existence of landmines. To be able to operate under these adverse conditions, companies will need to liaise with
the UN Monitoring and Verification Mechanism (MM&V) as well as the military to understand the risks posed by landmines and to
determine which areas are deemed safe for operating in. Adjusting travel management and security protocols to reflect the added
challenge of landmines will also be key, especially for greenfield operations.
Beyond mitigating risks to their own assets and personnel, companies looking to be proactive should consider partnerships or
donations to anti-landmine groups as part of their CSR. This will help not only clear the terrain for their own activities to be safely
carried out, but will also contribute to security in the area of operations more broadly and generate goodwill with the communities
who live in proximity to projects. Further possibilities are offered again by the peace agreement itself, which stipulates that former
FARC fighters’ involvement in demining projects will count as part of the reparative transitional justice scheme contained in the
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accords. Companies that can articulate with local entities and gain buy-in and participation from communities and vulnerable
populations, including former guerrilla fighters, will be in an ideal position to make the most of having to operate in areas with
anti-personnel mine proliferation.
ENGAGING PREVIOUSLY DISENFRANCHISED COMMUNITIES IN RURAL PARTS OF THE COUNTRY
Beyond the logistical and operational challenges associated with operations in some of the most remote areas of the country, companies
operating in such areas in the post-conflict period will face threats related to the historical absence of the state and public services,
disenfranchisement of local communities and the existing local power brokers who manipulate community consultation processes for
economic gain at the expense of companies. CSR programs will likely come under pressure given community misperceptions about
the role of companies in providing basic infrastructure and services. This is likely to be exacerbated in areas where this dynamic has
accompanied the presence of illegal armed groups such as the FARC and where these groups continue to exert considerable influence
over communities. Likewise, the relative levels of inexperience of local communities in dealing with companies (compared to more
developed parts of the country) open the possibility for external actors to influence communities. Among others, associated risks can
include resistance to company projects for no apparent logical reason or inexplicable delays in reaching agreements with communities.
It is also worth noting that fomenting clashes between companies and rural communities and exploiting them for its leftist discourse will
be a core part of the FARC’s political and electoral strategy going forward, rendering the issue even more delicate.
Sector implications:

Community relations will play a pivotal role during all stages of projects, from design to implementation and later post-project
completion. All sectors will require community understanding and support to be successful in their operations. Not having
community buy-in and support might provoke the emergence of resistance movements or community organizations that
endanger project continuity. This might be significant for oil and mining companies seeking to enter new territories where potential
developments can take place, and for energy companies trying to set up transmission lines or hydroelectric projects in areas with
a low population density but highly organized communities.
Our view on mitigating risks and creating opportunities
Control Risks has worked with clients to help them gain an understanding of the on-the-ground conditions and stakeholders that
may obstruct, object or oppose projects, as well as to develop mutually beneficial strategies that ensure project continuity and
community support. In-depth mapping of local stakeholders and investigations into the opponents of projects to determine their
true political or economic interests have also equipped clients with valuable information needed to mitigate these risks. It will also
be critical to work with local and regional government bodies to ensure clarity regarding the company’s role in facilitating the
“peace dividend” at the local level.
While such approaches are useful for mitigating risks, occupying the best possible position in the post-conflict period will require
companies to go beyond these strategies and assume a proactive posture. Among others, aligning company priorities with those
of the government in terms of geographic expansion of effective state presence and coverage of basic services will help to ensure
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company efforts are embedded in broader public policy plans and associated risks are spread out across several stakeholders.
Diligently mapping out local counterparts and working with local communities and local and regional government entities as well
as non-governmental organizations and others can also help companies ensure that their activity is perceived as being directly
relevant to or even an integral part of peace building and promoting local development. Critically, companies stand to benefit
greatly from working in untouched areas with little to no history of project development, but doing so requires proactively
embedding company efforts in the government’s broader plans for the post-conflict period.

CASE STUDY #4:
AN ENERGY COMPANY’S COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH TO COMMUNITY RELATIONS

A large energy company is working on a novel approach to community relations, prior consultation, and risk
assessment for future projects. In particular, it tries to foment goodwill before entering communities through its
projects on building electrical grids and hydroelectric dams. Its main objective is to mitigate future risks by
adopting a comprehensive community engagement approach from the start of projects. This approach has
been in place for a number of years, as the company works in highly volatile environments including former
FARC strongholds.
The company also understands that community relations in the post-conflict period are going to increase in
scope and complexity. In the current context, having environmental and state licenses does not guarantee that
a project will happen. To deal with this, the company uses its interdisciplinary team, whose purpose is to work
with communities before projects begin to ensure local buy-in and improve the odds of project success. This
team is composed of members of the security, social, environmental, engineering, and legal teams who conduct
project evaluation and consult with local communities. After this consultation takes place, the team reports back
to headquarters and assesses the viability of the project.
The organization has made these feasibility studies a key component of its due diligence and project planning
and has seen a marked decrease in the number of blockades and strikes affecting its projects. It must be noted
that this approach does not guarantee the end of strikes or an elimination of the threat of blockades altogether,
but importantly it has opened channels of dialogue with community leaders that serve as a platform for
discussion before issues escalate into a blockade.

DEALING WITH CHANGING SECURITY CHALLENGES IN THE POST-CONFLICT PERIOD
Already, budget pressures on the security departments of many companies have increased, and are expected to continue to do so in
the post-conflict setting. At the same time, security managers face the dilemma of using fewer resources more efficiently to ensure the
adequate physical protection of personnel and assets in a changing security environment. The situation will be exacerbated by broader
dynamics related to the peace process, including the gradual reduction of the availability of the public security forces for the protection
of critical infrastructure (for example through agreements known as “convenios”), as well as the growing importance of social risks that
will accompany the transformation of security challenges. In particular, challenges related to operating security guarding services in
post-conflict zones and the managing of potential reputational fallout related to clashes between security guards and local communities
will become increasingly critical.
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Sector implications:

Growing budgetary pressures will apply to security departments in all sectors. However, companies with operations in rural areas will
face a drastically different security environment than those operating in cities, especially the principal and second tier cities that have
received most of the armed conflict’s victims and will likely receive most of the demobilized FARC fighters in the post-conflict period.
Challenges for companies in rural areas will include the continued presence of illegal armed groups such as the GAOs or the ELN, as
well as FARC successor groups.
Extortion-related crime in particular will be of concern to such companies for the foreseeable future. In cities, most companies will be
concerned with the spike in common and potentially even violent crime that is likely to follow the disbandment of the FARC.
Our view on mitigating risks and creating opportunities
Control Risks is well positioned to assist clients with adjustments to security plans and protection schemes to reflect the country’s
changing security landscape. This includes ensuring the adequate use of resources through threat and intelligence-based risk
assessments, strictly risk-based security management, assessing levels of preparedness of security staff to confront new
challenges (in particular in so far as they relate to local communities), and vetting providers of security or guard services to ensure
companies work only with the most reputable and highly-qualified partners.
Companies willing to go beyond this can make further adjustments including ensuring that risk assessments and risk-based
security management considers changing local political and social dynamics to adequately reflect the overall risk situation. A
holistic approach to the sustainable protection of companies’ assets, people, processes and reputations requires the integral
management of both security and community relations. Close coordination and the promotion of shared values and a shared
culture between the department responsible for social affairs performance and the security department are key in that regard,
and form the basis of “community-based risk management” (CBRM) – the concept that understanding and managing community
relations successfully can be one of the most effective means of protecting assets and personnel from security, operational and
integrity risks, and vice versa.

HOW CONTROL RISKS CAN HELP
Control Risks has been operating in Colombia for more than 40 years helping clients manoeuver the country’s evolving risk
landscape. Today, our experience and breadth of services means we are uniquely positioned to accompany our clients as the
country turns a critical page in its complex history. Services that can help clients address some of the challenges outlined in this
report – but importantly also position themselves to make the most of the situation by seizing opportunities – include:
• Developing detailed stakeholder mapping at all levels of the political system and the economy. This includes identifying

potential national- and local-level partners to design post-conflict strategies and engagement protocols, as well as the
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identification of stakeholders and influencers that could have an impact on the project and its sustainability. We have also
worked with clients to ensure the identification of appropriate messaging to stakeholder groups as well as to link community
engagement strategies with broader risk management, for example on the issue of illegal mining.
• Helping clients conduct robust and in-depth due diligence of potential partners, contractors, suppliers and employees,

including public records research, but critically also discreet local-level interviews and contextualization through local
background analysis. Through our decades-long experience, we have established a unique and far-reaching network of
contacts that enables us to conduct enquiries related to any sector of the economy, in any part of the national territory. This
means we cannot only mitigate risks related to standard integrity concerns, but can also help clients that want to tackle
reputational risk head-on and in a proactive manner.

• Assisting with the identification and management of integrity risk in post-conflict Colombia at a strategic level. This includes

helping clients prepare for and deal with allegations of past wrongdoing as part of truth-seeking efforts. Our work can be done
before allegations surface, to help companies identify whether potential concerns or red-flags exist, or following the surfacing
of allegations to review the accusations made and determine their likely veracity and potential impact. Control Risks can then
support in placing allegations into their historical context and conducting in-depth investigations, as well as designing and
implementing a reputational risk management strategy including strategic response planning, and crisis management and
communications. To the extent companies want to disclose or self-report, we can also provide support for developing and
rolling out that strategy. Control Risks is well placed to join forces with corporate legal counsel or other designated business
units as well as external counsel in the course of this work.

• Control Risks can provide valuable assistance on adjustments to companies’ security protection schemes to the post-conflict

context. This includes threat and risk analyses to help inform protection requirements, as well as the development of
comprehensive risk mitigation programs which provide clients with prioritized risk treatment processes and social risk
mitigation measures. We can also provide guidance on how to implement community-based risk management approaches in
the overall risk management strategy, including through internal workshops to test and improve cooperation between relevant
business units, for example security and community affairs.

• Working with clients to develop overall post-conflict strategies, including the identification of potential new business

opportunities and associated risk-benchmarking that allows clients to prioritize certain markets and lays the basis for
sustainable post-conflict engagement strategies. In that sense, not all companies are likely to find the same approaches to
becoming proactive on peace-building useful. Based on their sector of activity, type of project and operational footprint,
approaches tailored to the local context will add the most value and help companies avoid the frequent pitfalls associated with
cookie cutter approaches. Control Risks is well positioned to work with clients to understand their operations, their impact on
the local environment, the historical and current context of operations, and therefore develop the best integrated strategy
suited for the specific operation. As part of this, we take a holistic view of the risks clients face to ensure the alignment of
approaches with overall strategy and risk management.

Through these and other services, Control Risks’ mission continues to be helping our clients operate in complex environments.
As this paper has argued, despite a formal end to more than 50-years of armed conflict, Colombia will remain a complex
environment for economic activity, while a number of risks are likely to increase in the post-conflict era. Companies that are willing
and able to go beyond compliance and make genuine efforts to identify and sustainably mitigate risks will be well positioned to
operate in this environment. Only those that go a step further and become more proactive in their approach to risk management
will be able to seize the full suite of opportunities that the watershed moment in Colombia’s history offers.
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